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Operator
Greetings, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Amalgamated Financial Corp. Fourth Quart er and
Full Year 2021 Earnings Conference Call.
As a reminder, this conference call is being recorded.
I would now like to turn the call over to Mr. Jason Darby, Chief Financial Officer. Please go ahead, sir.
Jason Darby
Thank you, Operator.
Good morning, everyone. We appreciate your participation in our fourth quarter 2021 earnings call. Wit h
me today is Priscilla Sims Brown, President and Chief Executive Officer. A s a reminder, a t elephonic
replay of this call will be available on the Investors section of our website for an extended period of t ime.
Additionally, a slide deck to complement today's discussion is also available on the Investors s ection of
our website.
Bef ore we begin, let me remind everyone that this call may contain certain s tat ement s t hat c onst it ute
f orward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. We
caution investors that actual results may differ f rom the expectations indicated o r implied by any s uch
f orward-looking statements or information. Investors should refer to Slide 2 of our earnings slide deck as
well as our 2020 10-K f iled on March 15, 2021, for a list of risk factors that could cause actual res ult s t o
dif fer materially from those indicated or implied by such statements.
Additionally, during today's call, we will discuss certain non-GAAP measures, which we believe are useful
in evaluating our performance. The presentation of this additional information should not be considered in
isolation or as a substitute for results prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. A reconciliation of t hese
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non-GAAP measures to the most comparable GAAP measure can be found in our earnings releas e as
well as on our website.
Let me now turn the call over to Priscilla.
Priscilla Sims Brown
Thank you, Jason, and good morning, everyone. We appreciate your time and interest today. This
morning, I will take a few highlights of our fourth quarter 2021 results as well as provide an update on our
strategic plan designed to deliver sustained and profitable organic growth, the early signs of which can be
seen in our results this quarter. Jason will then provide an update on our pending acquisition of
Amalgamated Bank of Chicago and conclude with a more in-depth review of our fourth quarter f inancial
results.
To start, our early results clearly highlight the potential that exists within Amalgamated as we execut e on
our strategic plans. Along these lines, there are four key points that I would like you to take away from this
morning's call. First, we delivered a 6.2% net loan growth, not including PACE assessments, compared to
the linked quarter, as our early focus on driving loan growth during the second half of '21 has st art ed t o
take hold.
Second, we recruited a talented and experienced leader f or our commercial real estate business to
manage our team and lending platform, protect our existing book of business, improve credit quality and
gain new share.
Third, we grew deposits 2% from the linked quarter, while our political deposit franchise held steady at $1
billion, which exceeded our expectations given the natural contraction that we typically experience
f ollowing an election. Our cost of deposits also held steady at nine basis points.
Fourth, we took important and necessary steps to begin as early as in the second half of 2021 t o f urt her
improve the credit quality of our loan portfolio. As a result, during the quarter, we s aw our no n-accrual
loans decline by $17.3 million to $28.2 million, or 85 basis points of total loans, and we saw our classified
or criticized assets improve by $79.9 million.
While I'm pleased with our results, I know that there is much more work left to accomplish. As I outlined in
our third quarter call, we've established a f our-pillar strategy, which is designed t o ac celerat e gro wth,
expand our profitability and improve our returns.
This strategy is f ocused on, f irst, building our business through our mission. Second, f ocusing on
customer segments that share our values and where we can take market share. Third , developing and
expanding our product offerings to grow our lending platform and our trust business. Fourt h, improving
the management of our data and technology to drive better efficiencies and effectiveness.
On today's call, I would like to focus on our third pillar and specifically our ef fort s t o g row our lending
platf orm as we strive to enhance the franchise value of Amalgamat ed and f und f uture d evelopment
projects through profitability. A clear opportunity is to service our customers from a lending perspective. In
connection, as we demonstrate continued success and growth in our baseline lending platform, I also see
more opportunities to expand sections of our lending platf orm into our markets where we have
traditionally only focused on deposit gathering.
Boston is a terrif ic example, as we originally entered this market with the main f ocus on gathering
deposits; but we believe we can build a commercial real estate lending platform and drive lo an v olume
there. To be successful, we need to attract bankers and underwriters with proven acumen and res ult s in
the CRE market.
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To that end, I'm very pleased to report that we have recruited a seasoned producer and the leader for our
commercial real estate and multifamily banking team. Additionally, this leader was also able to bring ov er
a key team member, greatly improving the ability to make an immediate impact.
As the largest asset class on our balance sheet at year end, this is a key focus for us , and o ne t hat we
intend to return to pre-pandemic origination levels in the year ahead. We've also repositioned our existing
lending talent in order for them to use their valuable expertise across our New York City , B oston, D. C.,
San Francisco and soon to be Chicago footprint. We see commercial and consumer solar, sustainability
project f inance and commercial PACE as segments we are expertly knowledgeable and highly
competitive in, and we plan to aggressively add to our talent base in these segments during '22.
Additional segments where we are building expertise is in CDFI, not-for-profit and social adv ocacy. We
are becoming increasingly confident in the strides we're making to expand our lending platform and s ee
high single-digit loan growth, not including the impact of ABOC, as achievable in the year ahead.
Importantly, our growth is increasingly focused on entering new sustainable markets and t ak ing s hare,
which presents an open-ended growth opportunity that is less subject to economic or cyclical decline. As
we re-deploy our liquidity into organic loans, we will continue to see margins improve and earnings power
accelerate.
We're also continuing with connecting our consumer and trust business in our Commercial Banking
business to better serve our customers across offerings. We are ac utely f oc us ed on addres sing t he
revenue and prof itability of our trust business over the next year as we ramp our ESG-oriented
responsive funds products and address the fee structure in our core pension fund business.
To conclude, we ended the year strongly, and we are well positioned to accelerate growth and profitability
into the year ahead. We have shown meaningful organic loan growth for the first time since t he s econd
quarter of 2020 and are optimistic that growth will continue in 2022. I am very pleased that we were ab le
to attract a talented lending team to Amalgamated, which demonstrates the unique opportunity we offer in
the market. We have a brand and a reach in our socially responsible markets which rivals the b ig b anks
within an institution where people can lead and make a real impact. This is very appealing, and we
establish Amalgamated as an employer of choice in the major markets where we do business. Our
immediate f ocus in '22 is to add experienced bankers and underwriters who can help us grow our
platf orm and accelerate growth in our focused markets and segments.
Lastly, our acquisition of the Amalgamated Bank of Chicago will provide market expans ion int o t he
Midwest while of f ering signif icant revenue and cost synergies when the deal closes in the next f ew
months. We expect the transaction to close early in the second quarter, which is a bit later than our earlier
aspirations. That said, we have been working closely with the ABOC team to prepare for the int egrat ion
once the deal closes, and we're very pleased with the receptivity from ABOC employees to the p otent ial
f or a combined bank once we merge.
Let me now turn the call over to Jason.
Jason Darby
Thank you, Priscilla.
We are pleased with ABOC's financial performance, which has been in line with our expectations f or t he
year. We are also seeing ABOC loan growth through the fourth quarter, which validates our expectations
f rom the acquisition. What we already have f ound is that ABOC has deep relationships with our
customers, and a larger balance sheet will provide immediate lending opportunities that are very
attractive. Longer term, we see an opportunity to export our lending expertise in sustainabilit y and other
mission-driven segments to the ABOC client base and geographic market, which we expect will ex pand
ABOC's lending reach and help to accelerate its loan growth as we look to the second half of 2022.
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Turning to our f ourth quarter results. Net income was $15.9 million, or $0.50 per diluted share, compared
to $14.4 million, or $0.46 per diluted share, for the third quarter of 2021, representing an 8.7% increase in
earnings per share. The $1.5 million increase was primarily due to a $3.7 million increase in net interes t
income and a $5.7 million increase in non-interest income. These increases were partially offset by a $2
million increase in non-interest expense, of which $0.9 million was related to the pending ABOC
acquisition as well as a $3.6 million provision expense compared to a $2.3 million provision rec overy in
the preceding quarter.
Starting on Slide 7. Deposits at December 31, 2021, were $6.4 billion, an increase of $131.8 million f rom
the third quarter of 2021 and an increase of $1.1 billion as compared to December 31, 2020. Noninterest-bearing deposits represent 52% of deposits f or the quarter ended December 31, 2021,
contributing to an average cost of deposits of nine basis points in the fourth quarter of 2021, unchanged
f rom the previous quarter. Deposits held by politically active c ust omers s uch as c ampaigns, p acks ,
advocacy-based organizations and state and national party committees were $989.6 million as of
December 31, 2021, an increase of $386.8 million as compared to $602.8 million as of December 31,
2020.
Turning to Slide 10. Our total net loans at December 31, 2021, were $3.3 billion, an inc rease of $189. 9
million as compared to the linked quarter. The increase in loans was primarily d riven by ad vances in
commercial sustainability lending, consumer solar lending and CRA eligible residential lending. The y ield
on our total loans was 4.01% compared to 3.84% in the third quarter of 2021. Adjusting f or prepay ment
penalties, our loan yield was up 15 basis points in the fourth quarter as compared to the previous quarter.
During the quarter, we received $1.0 million in accrued but unpaid interest on a reinstated loan. Adjust ed
f or this, our yield on total loans was 3.89%.
On Slide 12, our net interest margin was 2.77% for the fourth quarter of 2021, an increase of seven basis
points from 2.70% in the third quarter 2021 and a decrease of 29 basis points from 3. 06% in t he f ourth
quarter of 2020. Adjusted for the reinstated loan noted above, our net interest margin was 2. 71%. We
estimate that our excess liquidity this quarter f rom balance sheet growth has suppressed our NIM by 20
basis points.
Turning to non-interest income, it was $12.4 million for the fourth quarter of 2021 compared to $6.7 million
in the linked quarter and $10 million for the fourth quarter in 2020. The sequential increase of $5.7 million
was primarily due to $5.3 million of equity method investment income related to a new inv es tment in a
solar initiative. The increase of $2.4 million as compared to the same quarter last year was primarily d ue
to the solar investment income, offset by decreases in gain on sale of loans in the corresponding quart er
in 2020.
As can be seen on Slide 13, for our first solar investments made in 2020, we have recognized the benef it
of the tax credits in 2020 and also the related accelerated depreciation impacts in the current year. During
2022, we expect to recognize gains related to cash distributions from our solar equity method investments
as well as over the remaining life of the investments through 2025. These impacts did not include any
benef its from the new solar equity investment made in the fourth quarter.
Non-interest expense for the fourth quarter of 2021 was $35.0 million, an increase of $2 million fro m t he
third quarter of 2021 and an increase of $2.3 million from the fourth quarter of 2020. The inc reas e of $2
million in the preceding quarter includes $0.9 million of ABOC-related c ost s as well as a $0. 7 million
increase in data processing expenses related to the modernization of the trust department. The inc reas e
of $2.3 million from the fourth quarter of 2020 is due to the ABOC-related costs as well as an increase of
data processing expenses related to the modernization of the trust department, inc reased t ransac tion
processing costs post COVID-19 and other technology upgrades.
As I mentioned during the previous quarter call, our non-perf orming asset metrics are a key f ocus.
Turning to Slide 16. Non-performing assets totaled $54.6 million, or 0.77% of period-end total as set s at
December 31, 2021, a decrease of $27.6 million compared with $82.2 million, or 1. 38% of p eriod-end
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total assets at December 31, 2020. The decrease in non-performing was primarily driven by the payoff of
$11.2 million of non-accruing construction loans, $3.5 million of multifamily loans and $2.6 million of C& I
loans as well as a sale of $4.5 million of non-performing residential loans and a p artial c harge-off and
transf er of a $3.2 million multifamily loan to held for sale.
Importantly, non-accrual loans decreased by $17.3 million, or 38%, to $28.2 million. The allo wance f or
loan losses decreased $5.7 million to $35.9 million at December 31, 2021, f rom $41.6 million at
December 31, 2020, primarily due to improvements in credit qualit y. A t December 31, 2021, we had
$53.2 million of impaired loans for which a specific allowance of $5. 1 million was made c ompared t o
$80.5 million of impaired loans at December 31, 2020, for which a specific allowance of $6.2 million was
made. The ratio of allowance to total loans was 1.08% at December 31, 2021, and 1.19% at D ecember
31, 2020.
Provision for loan losses totaled an expense of $3.6 million for the fourth quarter of 2021 compared t o a
recovery of $2.3 million in the third quarter of 2021. The expense in the f ourth quarter of 2021 was
primarily driven by an increase in loan balances as well as a $1.9 million net charge-off on a multif amily
loan, partially offset by improved credit quality and qualitative factors.
Moving along to Slide 17. Our GAAP and core return on tangible average common equity were 11. 2%
and 12.2%, respectively, for the fourth quarter of 2021. Importantly, we remain well capitalized to support
our f uture growth initiatives. Looking ahead in anticipation of rising rates in 2022, we are well p osit ioned
to benefit from our asset sensitivity. Generally speaking, a parallel 25 basis point increase in rat es will
result in an approximately $6 million increase in annual net interest income.
Turning to Slide 19. We are initiating Full Year 2022 guidance, which includes core pretax pre-prov ision
earnings of $75 million to $85 million, which excludes the tax credit-related impact of solar t ax eq uit y
income and losses and net interest income of $184 million to $192 million, which includes p repayment
penalty income. This guidance does not include any contribution from our pending ABOC acquisition from
which we anticipate additional accretion.
With that, I'd like to ask the operator to open up the line for any questions.
Operator.
Operator
Thank you. Our f irst question comes from Alex Twerdahl with Piper Sandler. Please pro ceed with y our
question.
Alex Twerdahl
Good morning. First of f , I wanted to ask, Priscilla, in your prepared remarks, you talked about the
immediate focus for 2022 is adding lenders. I was just wondering how many lenders do you have in mind
to add and help us contextualize a little bit sort of how that would compare t o t he ex is ting number of
lenders on in the company?
Priscilla Sims Brown
Sure. First of all, I think I would characterize it as also just rationalizing the community that we c urrent ly
have.
Do you have handy, Jason, the number of lenders that we—the actual number of lenders that we have?
Jason Darby
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I don't have handy the actual number of lenders; but what I can comment on is sort of on a run rate basis,
we already did net adds in the fourth quarter of six lenders. They're not just necessarily lenders,
Alex. We're looking to add producers, but we're also looking to add support folks,
underwriters, and portfolio management. I think our key hires right now, which we talked about in
the third quarter was really stressing that CRE and multifamily space, and we were able to hire a
leader for that area and also an additional banker that came in. When we talk about going forward…
Sorry, Priscilla, are you trying to jump in on that?
Priscilla Sims Brown
I just wanted to put a finer point on the specific number of lenders. I think we're up plus seven in the plan.
So we would intend to add a net of seven.
Alex Twerdahl
Awesome. I presume that will be over the course of the year. I'm just wondering, c ertainly adding t he
lenders and I think the support staff is certainly going to come with some expense. What kind of expense
guide is incorporated in that guidance that you gave for 2022?
Priscilla Sims Brown
Jason, I'll make a quick comment and then I turn it over to you.
As you know, we talk a lot and monitor the efficiency ratio, and we are committed to keeping that at 65%.
Expenses for the quarter at $34.5 million with revenue offsets will enable us to ac hieve t hat ef f icienc y
ratio.
Jason, do you have anything to add to that?
Jason Darby
Yes. I think that's well said. I mean we have a guardrail, Alex, for no higher than 65% core efficiency ratio.
Much of our staffing strategy is tethered to the growth in the net interest income and more spec if ically
growth in the interest income related to the lending area. So investments we're going to make are going t o
be kind of managed along the productivity and the profitability that's being derived from that business.
When I think about potential investment, I would expect our salaries line is going to increase, and we'v e
held f airly steady at about $17.5 million. We see at least $500,000 of incremental per quarter when we
start t o think about talent overall. But certainly, lending is going to make up a significant portion of that.
Alex Twerdahl
Great. Then just wanted to drill in on the rate guidance that you gave, Jason, I think y ou said 25 b asis
points, close to $6 million of NII. Can you help us just get to the components of that? And just remind us
how much of the loan portfolio is variable that should reprice with hikes? And then my assumption is t hat
you keep the deposit beta and that guidance pretty close to zero unless it's (inaudible).
Jason Darby
Yes. I guess the first thing the guidance just assumes that it's a parallel rat e s hif t and t hat ev eryt hing
shif ts, all rates shifted at the same time. So I didn't really go through in the guidance and give a b lended
on variable or fixed rate, if that helps. Its kind of a little bit more general in my terms there. The $6 million is
really kind of would be assuming that the rate would adjust over the course of an entire year. So
depending on when rates actually adjust and when we start to realize that incremental benef it , I mean,
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that $6 million would be realized over time. I don't have any more specifics really to off er o n t hat, ot her
than that sort of how we did the estimate.
Alex Twerdahl
Okay. Thanks for taking my questions.
Operator
Thank you. Our next question comes from Janet Lee with JPMorgan. Please proceed with your question.
Janet Lee
Hello. I just want to follow up on NII guidance, and I want to make sure that I understand the underlying
assumptions correctly. So when you say no change in Fed rate target, but you also say a p arallel s hif t,
are you assuming zero rate hikes through the end of 2022? Or am I confusing—am I being confused wit h
your guidance?
Jason Darby
Yes. Sorry, if it's confusing, the guidance is assuming no rate hikes, right. So based on o ur growth
assumptions and our balance sheet mix, assuming no change in rates, we'd come in b etween 184 and
192 depending on how we hit our targets. With the parallel rates or the shock that I was just referring t o,
those numbers would move incrementally higher. I think I didn't answer the question properly f rom A lex ,
but our deposit beta, we're assuming that as relatively unchanged I think about the parallel ratio.
Janet Lee
Right. Got it. So if we bake in the current forward curve that assumes about four rate hik es t hrough t he
end of 2022, can we roughly think that that would add $6 million annualized times like four? Or is that...
Jason Darby
I mean, yes, so that's the basic math way to think about it. Obviously, those rate hikes won't happen o n
day one of the year. But on a basis if they all do, that's the way we would generally think about it, yes.
Janet Lee
Got it. Makes sense. On loan growth guidance, you've basically sort of raised your loan growth target for
2022. I believe, last quarter, you said mid- to high single-digit loan growth, now high single digit s. What
has changed over the quarter that made you to become more optimistic about your loan growth? And can
you just walk us through where you'd expect most growth to come from?
Jason Darby
Certainly. Priscilla, do you want to take the front end of that question on the outlook?
Priscilla Sims Brown
Yes. Yes, I'd be happy to.
It’s a little bit of what we've talked about, Janet. Thanks for the question. I am personally very happy with
our sales leadership and our sales team. We've already begun to execute well on the strategy. You heard
us talk about the new hires, but I like the way we're organizing the team. We t hink we'll get t hat high
single-digit loan growth because of the strength of the pipeline that we see and the talent we brought o n.
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We’ll see it in CRE. We'll see it in multifamily. We'll see it in sustainability and the other impact areas . S o
we see nice pipeline in all of these areas.
Jason Darby
Yes. I'll add to that. The growth we saw this quarter, we're really happy about it. Some of this is timing
we' d love to have had a little bit of that pull through in the third quarter, but it did come through in the
fourth quarter f or us, so that was really nice. I don't think we're going to grow at a 6% per quarter basis.
But to Priscilla's point, the pipeline looks really stable, right. I mean we spent a lot of time in the second
half of t he y ear kind of reinvigorating the sales process, making sure we reviewed the sales to close
cycle, what o ur bank ers are doing, what they're focused on from a productivity point of view.
We're starting to see that in a longer pipeline that we can start to count on and forecast a little bit better. I
think that's the first thing. The other thing, Janet, I think maybe your ques tion is we' re s eeing growt h
across kind of multiple areas. It's not all concentrated, Priscilla touched on it a bit, but even in the quart er
alone, in our consumer side, consumer solar was up about $45 million, or roughly 20%. We’ve got some
new f low arrangements with the existing providers to increase our capacity there. So we have some
good optimism on growth going forward.
With that, in the C&I space, mainly our sustainability continues to be a key driver. We were able to close a
$36 million solar tax deal, which we're real happy about, then you got some increases going on no w in
our sustainability and CDFI type lending. So again, those are different segments within t hat C& I im pact
lending that we feel are real opportunities going forward.
Then I think, again, and what Priscilla talked about, CRE starting to move and then also on the multifamily
side, that's been an area where it's been in real decline, and we're already actually starting to see t hings
in the pipeline from the new f olks that we brought in. So that gives us the confidence, and we're trying
to keep it measured, right. We don't want to get ahead of ourselves, but we do t hink t hat we' re in a
s pot where we can keep building on this momentum.
Janet Lee
Okay. That's really helpful. Just to follow up on your NII guidance of, I believe, that was $184 million t o
$192 million f or 2022. You've obviously decreased your cash quite a bit in the fourth quarter. What level of
cash are you assuming for your guidance? And how should we think about the trajectory of NIM over t he
course of 2022?
Jason Darby
Yes. So cash—it's a bit of a mix, right. Our overall balance sheet growth is only about 5%. But then when
you think about kind of the loan growth targets, exceeding the balance sheet growth, the obvious function
is the decrease in cash. So we're targeting $100 million of cash in terms of the year-end balance. We'll
manage to that over the course of the year, but that's sort of where we're trying to go. S o t here' s a little
bit of overall balance sheet growth that's baked into our model, but also a little bit of mix shifting to be able
to kind of deploy out of that cash into loan development for the NII drivers.
I'm sorry, did I answer the whole question? I might have missed a piece you're asking there.
Janet Lee
It's a trajectory of NIM. Is it—it's bottoming again.
Jason Darby
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Yes. Again, I think the trajectory, I f ocus a little bit more on growing the NII, just mainly because that s ort
of drops right into the revenue line. But on the margin side, I do think we're at the kind of plateau lev el.
Again, I'm not really thinking even as much as what would happen to our margin on rate rises, more just
on the shif t from low interest earning cash and sort of short-term low-interest earning securities into more
meaningful yields within the loan portfolio. So I do see—or I do hope that we'll have a rising NIM that's
complemented by the increase in the NII to go along with that.
Janet Lee
Great. Thanks f or taking my question.
Operator
Our next question comes from Chris O'Connell with KBW. Please proceed with your question.
Chris O’Connell
Good morning.
Jason Darby
Good morning, Chris.
Chris O’Connell
Just wanted to start off on the growth this quarter. Obviously, really strong across the board here. J ust
wondering, is there any purchases or snick or participations kind of involved in t he lo an g rowth t his
quarter? Or would you kind of characterize it as all organic?
Jason Darby
There's a f air amount of purchase, but what I'm more happy about is it's actually a f air amount of organic
as well. So I think if I were to roughly break it out, it'd probably be about—60% of that would b e organic
and 40% would be in a purchase type of capacity. Again, some of this is historical, it's not like we went
out and bought new packages just to kind of deliver on loan growth. It’s been more development of
existing relationships like this consumer flow that I talked about before, we've been able to increase that
capacity in that to $45 million of growth this quarter.
We did have a warehouse participation that we did this quarter as well, which added a little bit of growt h.
That's not what I would just call organic.
But outside of that, I think we've had a decent mix of kind of the way we'v e t ried t o manage liquidit y
through the purchasing and also a jump start really of our impact organic lending.
Chris O’Connell
Great. That's helpful. Then I appreciate the slide and the guidance on the tax credit inv estments g oing
f orward here for 2022. Just wondering where do you guys see the tax rate shaking out for the year?
Jason Darby
On an ef fective tax? Are you talking about...
Chris O’Connell
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Yes.
Jason Darby
Yes, we've got it marked right now at about 25.45. That's what we're projecting for AETR. I think last year
we were pretty close to that. We had a little bit of a return to provision adjustment that flowed t hrough in
the f ourth quarter that was related to some of the early solar tax initiatives that we kind of first got int o in
2020. But I think now we have kind of a full understanding of how to manage those invest ments , I t hink
our tax rate should remained very consistent throughout 2022.
Chris O’Connell
Great. Then as you guys are kind of looking at the asset growth for 2022, it s ounds like lo an growt h
should be strong and cash coming down. How are you thinking about the overall securities book k ind of
f ill in the gap there? And then the split between kind of PACE versus more normal securities?
Jason Darby
Yes. We'll continue to use the securities portfolio to deploy excess liquidity. We also hav e s ome re-s ell
agreements out there in the short run while we develop and continue to book loans. But I think when we
think about the rest of the year, we actually are hopeful that the AFS port ion of o ur sec urity p ortf olio
comes down a bit. If all of our projections sort of worked out the way we want, we'll be able to trade o ut a
little bit of some of the shorter-term securities that we've been in to try to pick some yield.
That wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing. Obviously, trading into higher-yielding loan rates. B ut t hen on
the f lip side, we do see another $160 million, $170 million of net growth in the PACE world, and t hat 's a
combination of our C-PACE and R-PACE. So I think overall, securities would be up slightly, about $75
million, but the mix would be a rundown on the AFS and a ramp-up of the HTM, which contains the PACE
securities.
Chris O’Connell
Okay. Great. That's helpful. Then how are you guys looking at—or what are y ou k ind of ex pecting f or
political deposit growth going forward? Balances are more or less flat this quarter, and it seemed to be up
a little bit to start off the year.
Jason Darby
Yes. So political deposits this year, obviously, we're going to be coming int o a c ongress ional elect ion
year. We're actually predicting somewhere in the range of $500 million of additional deposits t hat we' re
going to be generating out of the political business between really this quarter and t he end of t he t hird
quarter. Then we expect a subsequent runoff of that in the fourth quarter of about $600 million.
We think we're going to end up probably around $900 million on a baseline basis kind of going f orward
with political deposits, which continues to sort of grow that fundamental core of the political deposits; but
there will be some lumpiness in our deposit growth during the first few quarters of this year as the election
cycle ramps up.
Chris O’Connell
Okay. That's helpful. Thank you. Then last question for me is just how are you guys t hinking about t he
trend of the reserve to loans going forward?
Jason Darby
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In terms of the overall coverage ratio?
Chris O’Connell
Yes, exactly.
Jason Darby
Yes. Okay. So right now, I actually think we're in a good spot. I think we finished at 1.08 and
somewhere in that 1.10 to 1.15 range is probably good guidance. I think 1.15 would probably be more
where we wo uld end up. Again, just to remind you, we're not a CECL adopter yet. So, there's potential for
us to have a bit of a reserve build throughout this year as we start to model out what the CECL impact
would be for us.
But in general, kind of where we are right now from a coverage ratio, I like where we're at. I lo ve k ind of
the new ratios relative to our coverage on non-performers and non-accrual loans. So I think we'll manage
to that number the best we can, and particularly it's functional to loan growth, right . So if we have loan
growth, then we ought to see incremental increases in the allowance; but from a coverage point of view, I
think ranging it between 1.10 and 1.15 is probably a good estimate.
Chris O’Connell
Okay, great. That’s all I had. Thank you.
Jason Darby
You’re welcome.
Operator
Thank you. There are no f urther questions at this time. I'd like to turn the floor back over to Management
f or any closing remarks.
Priscilla Sims Brown
Great. Thank you, Operator, and Janet, Alan, Chris, for your questions and the questions that I'm sure will
come throughout the day. We do appreciate your time, and we appreciate your continued interest.
We think that we have the opportunity to really continue to build momentum from here. I've been speaking
with many of our customers about emerging strategies for our loan and trust business and about
the acquisition of ABOC. I've seen that it's been met with a lot of enthusiasm and genuine int erest on
t heir part as well.
When we talk about doing good for more customers and developing new customer relationships that we
can of fer those same mission-driven services to, we think it's pretty exciting. There's also just a
real energy around where we're headed from here, and I trust you'll continue to follow us and jo in us on
t he journey. I look forward to coming back to you next quarter and talking to you about t he early res ult s
of implementing our new strategies. More details on incorporating ABOC into the Amalgamated family
and about the other initiatives that we look forward to share with you at that time.
Thank you again for your time, and we look forward to continuing the dialogue.
Operator
This concludes today's conference. You may disconnect your lines at t his t ime. Thank you for your
participation.
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